Japanese Government (Monbukagakusho: MEXT) Scholarship

Kyoto University of Art and Design accepts the applicant who has passed the primary screening for the MEXT (Japanese Government) Scholarship.

We follow the procedure indicated by the government on the website below:

Please read the guidelines in the page above and the application documents carefully before inquiring. Most of the answers to the FAQ are written under the category of “5. SELECTION AND NOTIFICATION” or under the category of “6. PLACEMENT AND RESEARCH GUIDANCE AT UNIVERSITY” on the page above. Please especially note the statement below:

(5) Each person who has passed this primary screening is required to contact directly the Japanese university of his/her choice in order to obtain admission as a regular student for a degree or as a Research Student (non-regular student) in a graduate course, or a letter of provisional acceptance as a research student (hereinafter referred to as “Admission”) by the 31th of August. In order to obtain the Admission, candidates can gain information regarding the contact office for international students of each university, websites of universities and researchers, etc. from the Japanese diplomatic mission. Candidates are not allowed to contact Japanese universities after the 1st of September.

(“5. SELECTION AND NOTIFICATION”)

◆Contact◆
International Center, Kyoto University of Art and Design

Address: 2-116 Uryuyama Kitashirakawa, Sakyo-ku Kyoto, 606-8271 JAPAN
E-mail address: cie@office.kyoto-art.ac.jp
Phone: +81 75 791 8207
Fax: +81 75 791 9233
Homepage: http://www.kyoto-art.ac.jp/en/

Please make sure to write “Mext Scholarship Application” on the envelope when you send your documents.